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The New Sappi Lineup: McCoy 
Strobe Lustro Vintage Northwest 
Opus Aero Somerset Belgrade 



"Choice Strengthens All." 



Design is all 

about choices. 

What sepa

rates good 

design from 

the mediocre 

is sensitivity 

to the nuance 

of choices. 

Discriminating designers know how 

the choice of color can alter the 

mood and message. How pacing 

throughout a brochure can stimu

late interest or kill it. How the right 

typeface, set in upper and lower 

case, with the correct kerning, 

and leading, can "Qadi&mtke 

increase or weak- ddcuL," de6Jx^v 

en the impact of U^e^dMie& mm 

the statement. J^ fyfe ^^ 

Qad i& m tke 

deiaMA, deikfn 

i£x^uiJ\/lle^ u<m> 

den, (hJte cmce 

dmd. Ami the 

detculids m the 

okcUceA^, uuuch 

deien^nme 

umeihen, the 

wJmle H pleadiMXf 

an clumdjf cuwi 

j<2An<tilX2,. 



NO OTHER PAPER COM

PANY IN NORTH AMERICA 

CAN MAKE THAT CLAIM, 

IN INTEGRATING THE 

PAPERS FROM POTLATCH 

INTO OUR SAPPI LINE, 

WE PLACED THE NEEDS 

AND PREFERENCES OF 

DESIGNERS FIRST AND 

FOREMOST. W E HAVE 

KEPT YOUR FAVORITES 

AND MADE SURE THAT 

YOU CAN FIND THEM IN 

THE SHADES, FINISHES 

AND WEIGHTS YOU WANT. 

THE CHOICE IS YOURS. 

A t S a p p i , w e k n o w INTO OUR SAPPI LINE, 

WE PLACED THE NEEDS 

t h a t d e s i g n e r s d o n ' t AND PREFERENCES OF 

DESIGNERS FIRST AND 

t h i n k o f p a p e r a s FOREMOST, WE HAVE 

KEPT YOUR FAVORITES 

i n t e r c h a n g e a b l e AND MADE SURE THAT 

YOU CAN FIND THEM IN 

c o m m o d i t i e s , s o w e THE SHADES, FINISHES 

AND WEIGHTS YOU WANT. 

don' t e i ther. W e h a v e THE CHOICE S YOURS 

a s s e m b l e d t h e f i n e s t a n d 

b r o a d e s t c h o i c e of p r e m i u m 

p r i n t i n g p a p e r s a v a i l a b l e . 



Edgy? Traditional? Journalistic? 

Educational? Arty? Irreverent? In 

giving visual reality to a company's 

brand message and strategic objec

tive, designers begin by deciding 

on a conceptual direction. Their 

choice of graphic presentation is 

driven by the client's persona, the 

story they have to tell, and the style 

that the target audience would find 

most compelling and credible. The 

appropriateness and originality of 

the graphic solution emerge from 

the choices that designers make. 











Designers grapple with a number of practical considerations including shape, size and binding. The right 
choice emerges from the subject of the piece, the way the book will be read, the necessity of printing on 
the spine, the need to fit a predetermined rack display, and budget restrictions, among other concerns. 
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highlights (H), midtones (M), and shadows (S) and are keyed 

to the corresponding squares on the facing pages. Since printing 

equipment and inks vary, these ratios should only be used as an 

approximate color guide and may need to be adjusted accordingly. 



Quadtone Color Guide: Designers achieve different visual 

effects in quadtones through choice and combination of inks 

and by reversing dominant colors and adjusting ink ratios. The 

charts shown here provide a basic ratio of C-M-Y-K used in the 







Patterns and textures on a page can emphasize key messages and extend a limited budget. 
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By adjusting contrast, either in-camera or at the printer, designers can alter the mood and dramatic impact. 



; Y;' '•:,• a graphic pî c :
 ; :her a page, brochure, w e h - - o< 

book, is like writing < sai score, ; r'-. is o'^-ral. It helps 

to mov ' ars along, provide visualcrescendos, and arrive at a 

-:: i " ':-r:.q conclus-;c • ;':;;"' noing on the mood the d 

to ec^evs, - v pacing may be calm and leisurely, quick and 

staccato, or er-'- '-vc and purposeful 





Not all reds are created equal. Every color comes in various shades, values, tints, hues and intensities. 



Some are warm, some are cool. Designers select exact color formulations to achieve the right visual effect. 



Directing photographers on how they want the picture made helps 

designers maintain visual continuity throughout a printed piece and 

keep "on message." In addition to approving overall style and content, 

designers often choose specific details that give a picture its unique 

attitude. Designers decide on things like the direction the subject 

should be facing to accommodate positioning on the layout, type of 

lighting and propping, and the scenario to explain the featured subject 

or product. Example of the choices they make are demonstrated in 

this summer dress photograph for a children's apparel catalog, 

taken by Jock McDonald. 

Propping Choice: 

Hot yellow convertible 

shows off the dress, 

expresses summer 

and adds interest to 

the shot. 

Lighting Choice: Soft, top/front 

"high-fashion" lighting picked to give an 

upscale look to the model, dress and car. 

28 

Footwear Choice: 

Relaxed, carefree 

and irresistibly cute, 

bare feet reinforced 

the summer mood. 



Model Choice: 

Chosen from over 150 head shots, 

this little girl was the right age 

and coloring, interacted well with 

the camera and just plain adorable. 

Attitude Choice: 

The "look at me" attitude engages 

the reader and directs attention to 

the cherry sundress. 

Styling Choice: 

Mom's eyeglasses 

added scale, wit 

and charm and 

amused the child 

during the shoot. 

Flag Choice: 

Added after the shoot, 

the flag reflects the 

catalog drop date 

around the Fourth of 

July holiday. 



Along with tradit 
The Opposite Page is Printed 

designers can ch( 
in Four-Color Lithography on 

of special technic 
McCoy Uncoated 80 Lb. Cover. 

dimensional qua 
or written word, 
intriguing to view 
are used sparing 
mood and messâ  

The Opposite Page is Printed 

in Four-Color Lithography on 

McCoy Uncoated 80 Lb. Cover. 
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The Sappi Choices 

With Sappi, your first choice 

is always available. From 

Ultra-Bright Blue White to Cream. 

From Gloss, Silk, Velvet, Dull 

and Matte to Uncoated. From 

38 lb. Web to 130 lb. Cover. 

From Premium to No. 4 and 

Economy grades. Whether you 

are designing a high-end image 

brochure or a multimillion-run 

catalog, Sappi has a paper that 

fits your needs and your budget. 

Our brands are the best known 

and most respected in the busi

ness. So there's no need to 

compromise. With Sappi, you 

can have it all. 
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For more information 

about the complete line 

of Sappi papers, contact 

us at 800.882.IDEA 

or visit us on the web 

at www.sappi.com 

http://www.sappi.com


Pentagram 

Delphine Hirasuna 

All images are scanned at 

175-line screen. 

Eight-unit 40" conventional 

press, eight-unit 40" UV press 

with interdeck drying. 

Images printed on the UV presses 

use UV inks and UV varnishes 

unless otherwise specified. 

All images are varnished in-line. 

McCoy Gloss Cover 120 lb/325 

gsm. Double-hit match yellow, 

double-hit black and dull 

aqueous coating. 

McCoy Gloss Cover 120 lb/325 

gsm. Double-hit match red, black 

and gloss varnish. 

McCoy Matte 100 lb/148 gsm. 

Double-hit black and dull 

varnish printed on a UV press. 

McCoy Matte 100 lb/148 gsm. 

Black, match red, match blue, 

match yellow, match purple, 

match green, match orange 

and gloss varnish. Printed on 

a UV press. 

McCoy Matte 100 lb/148 gsm. 

Double-hit match yellow, black 

and dull varnish. Printed on a 

UV press. 

McCoy Silk 100 lb/148 gsm. 

Four-color process, double-hit 

black, match copper, match 

silver and gloss varnish. 

McCoy Silk 100 lb/148 gsm. 

Four-color process, double-hit 

black, match blue, and gloss 

varnish. Illustrations (left to right) 

by: John Craig, C.F Payne, 

Nancy Stahl, Dave Stevenson. 

Photographs by Jock McDonald. 

McCoy Silk 100 lb/148 gsm. 

Match purple, match blue, 

match green, match red, match 

yellow, match gray, black and 

gloss varnish. 

McCoy Silk 100 lb/148 gsm. 

Black, match gray and gloss varnish. 

McCoy Silk 100 lb/148 gsm. 

Four-color process and gloss 

varnish. Image by John Blaustein. 

McCoy Silk 100 lb/148 gsm. 

Double-hit black, match red, 

match gray and gloss varnish. 

McCoy Silk 100 lb/148 gsm. 

Four-color process, match blue 

and gloss varnish. 

McCoy Matte 100 lb/148 gsm. 

Four-color process, match red 

and gloss varnish. Printed on 

a UV press. 

McCoy Matte 100 lb/148 gsm. 

Four-color process and gloss 

varnish. Printed on a UV press. 

Photograph by Jock McDonald. 

McCoy Matte 100 lb/148 gsm. 

Four-color process, second hit 

black, match red and gloss 

varnish. Printed on a UV press. 

McCoy Matte 100 lb/148 gsm. 

Double-hit black, match red 

and gloss varnish. Printed on 

a UV press. 

McCoy Matte 100 lb/148 gsm. 

Double-hit match red, black 

and gloss varnish. Printed on 

a UV press. 

McCoy Matte 100 lb/148 gsm. 

Four-color process and gloss 

varnish. Printed on a UV press. 

Photograph by Terry Heffernan. 

McCoy Silk 100 lb/148 gsm. 

Four-color process and 

gloss varnish. Photographs 

by Terry Heffernan 

McCoy Silk 100 lb/148 gsm. 

Four-color process and 

gloss varnish. Photographs 

by Eadweard Muybridge. 

McCoy Silk 100 lb/148 gsm. 

Four-color process, match gray 

and gloss varnish. 

McCoy Silk 100 lb/148 gsm. 

Four-color process, double-hit 

black, match yellow and 

gloss varnish. Photograph by 

Jock McDonald. 

McCoy Silk 100 lb/148 gsm. 

Black, match red and tinted varnish. 

McCoy Silk 100 lb/148 gsm. 

Four-color process, match copper, 

match silver, match gray and 

gloss varnish. 

McCoy Silk 100 lb/148 gsm. 

Four-color process and gloss 

varnish. 

McCoy Gloss Cover 120 lb/325 

gsm. Double-hit red, black and 

gloss varnish. 

McCoy Gloss Cover 120 lb/325 

gsm. Double-hit black, 

double-hit match yellow and 

dull aqueous coating. 

News Gothic BT and 

Franklin Gothic BT 

Soft-finished papers have their 

own set of production needs. 

The very surface and finish quali

ties that make them attractive -

including their good opacity, bulk, 

and readable/writable nonglare 

surface-also make marking a 

concern. Using inks formulated 

with hardeners, Teflon® or scuff 

resistors will reduce the problem. 

Applying dull or gloss varnish 

over inked areas helps prevent 

inks from rubbing off onto facing 

pages. Varnishes and metallic inks 

may lose some reflective qualities. 

Sappi Fine Paper N.A. supports 

the industry through a wide 

range of education-oriented 

venues intended to raise aware

ness of the value of good design. 

Some of our specific programs 

include ©Issue: Journal of 

Design and Business, the Annual 

Report Show, Ideas that Matter, 

Printer of the Year, and spon

sorship of design and printing 

trade events. To learn more, 

visit us at www.sappi.com or 

www.ideaexchange.sappi.com. 

© 2002 S.D. Warren 

Services Company 

http://www.sappi.com
http://www.ideaexchange.sappi.com
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